
 

 

 
 

PRESS RELEASE 

to-BBB to receive Outstanding Presentation Award at 8th 

Cerebral Vascular Biology International Conference 

Leiden, The Netherlands, July 1st 2009 
to-BBB, the Dutch brain drug delivery company, was selected to present and to receive an 
“Outstanding Presentation Award” at the “8th Cerebral Vascular Biology (CVB) 2009 
International Conference” in Sendai, Japan. The CVB meeting is the most important bi-
annual international gathering of the blood-brain barrier scientific community. 
 

Dr. Pieter Gaillard, founder and CSO of to-BBB, is honored with this prize for his poster and talk 
about one of the company’s internal technology validation programs. His presentation is entitled 
“Development of brain-targeted liposomes with antiviral drugs for treating lethal viral 

encephalitis”.  
 
Viral encephalitis is a severe, often lethal infection of the brain caused by a range of viruses. 

The marketed broad-spectrum antiviral drug ribavirin is formulated in to-BBB’s proprietary      
G-TechnologyTM (glutathione (GSH) coated PEG-liposomes). To establish technological, 
mechanistic and disease-specific proof of concept, the ribavirin GSH-PEG-liposomes were 

applied to a preclinical viral encephalitis model, and pharmacokinetic and biodistribution assays 
using the microdialysis technology.  
 

These studies have shown that intravenously injected ribavirin GSH-PEG-liposomes were able to 
enhance the delivery of free drug compound across the blood-brain barrier up to 500%, as 
compared to that of PEG-liposomes without glutathione. The presence of free drug in the 

extracellular fluid of the brain actually proved that the drug was released from the 
intravenously administered liposomes. Most importantly, this extensive microdialysis study 
performed by independent contract companies also has mechanistically shown that the higher 

the amount of glutathione coating of the liposomes, the more drug was actually delivered to the 
brain. Plasma levels (and half life) of liposomal drug were greatly enhanced (the AUC0-24 of the 
liposomal drug was increased approximately 500 times compared to the free drug), while the 

liposomal formulation reduced the dose-limiting toxicity associated with the free drug. These 
results followed proof of concept studies at a specialized academic research center, showing 
increased survival and decreased clinical symptoms in a preclinical model for viral encephalitis, 

and absence of any adverse reactions after repeated dosing in the healthy controls. Collectively, 
these results strengthen the specific evidence that the G-Technology™ is effectively and safely 
enhancing the delivery of drugs to the brain. 

 
 
About to-BBB  
to-BBB is a Dutch biotechnology company in the field of drug delivery to the brain which uses its 
platform technologies to synergize with established and marketed drugs. to-BBB’s vision is that 
the treatment of currently unserved brain diseases will be best achieved by targeting to 



endogenous blood-to-brain uptake systems for the delivery of drugs. The company is developing 
treatments for devastating brain disorders by combining existing drugs with proprietary brain 

delivery technologies.  
 
to-BBB is headquartered in The Netherlands at the Leiden Bio Science Park and established a 

fully owned subsidiary, to-BBB Taiwan Ltd., in Taipei, Taiwan.  
 
About G-Technology™ 
The G-Technology™ is to-BBB’s core platform and is based on the proprietary use of glutathione 
as a targeting moiety and its matching receptor on the blood-brain barrier. In an innovative 
approach, glutathione is used to coat drug-loaded liposomes, which enhances safe delivery of 

drugs to the brain. This liposomal approach is unique in that it does not require drug 
modification and at the same time gives rise to metabolic protection during transport and 
increased bioavailability at the target site. No other technology is able to achieve the enhanced 

delivery of drugs to the brain with the favorable pharmacokinetic and safety profile of the G-
Technology™. 
 

About 8th Cerebral Vascular Biology International Conference 
The 8th Cerebral Vascular Biology International Conference is a gathering of leading scientists 
and clinicians from academia, government, biotech and large pharmaceutical companies 

working in interdisciplinary fields spanning from molecular biology to brain imaging, hosted this 
time by the Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan. The conference offers an international forum 
for the exchange of information, ideas and most recent innovations among leading scientists 

working in the fields of cerebral vascular research and the blood-brain barrier. 
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